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Its authors in

ORCID

*Magnificat CLM* meets all indexing requirements available to a journal start-up: all except presence in some particular databases, and impact measurement, both impossible for a new journal.


In detail (points not yet achieved are in parenthesis):

---ERIH+ 6 out of 6

1. Explicit procedures for external peer review
2. Academic editorial board, with members affiliated with universities or other independent research organizations
3. Valid ISSN code, confirmed by the international ISSN register
4. All original articles accompanied by abstracts in English and/or another international language relevant for the field
5. Information on author affiliations and addresses
6. No more than two thirds of the authors published in the journal are from the same institution

---Catálogo Latindex de Revistas Electrónicas: 36 out of 36

1. Explicit editorial board
2. Academic content
3. Continuous generation of content
4. Identification of authors
5. Sponsor /publisher
6. Explicit editor
7. Explicit journal’s URL
8. Explicit journal’s address
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9. Navigation and functionality
10. Explicit periodicity
11. Access to content
12. Access history content
13. Bibliographical identification (on first page of article)
14. Members of the editorial board
15. Institutional affiliation of the members of the editorial board
16. Affiliation of authors
17. Information about receipt and acceptance of articles
18. ISSN
19. Definition of the journal’s contents
20. Refereeing systems
21. External reviewers
22. External authors
23. Editorial board’s openness
24. Information services
25. Periodicity compliance
26. Original content
27. Instructions to authors
28. Preparation of bibliographical references
29. Requirement of originality
30. Abstract
31. Abstract in two languages
32. Keywords
33. Keywords in two languages
34. Metadata
35. Searchers
36. Value added services

- CNEAI 14 out of 14

1. Existence of editorial and academic boards
2. Identification of board members
3. Detailed instructions to authors
4. Abstract
5. Bilingual abstract
6. Peer-review system
7. Information on the editorial process
8. Declares periodicity
9. Meets periodicity
10. External reviewers
11. Anonymity in external review
12. Reasoned communication of editorial decision
13. Institutional openness of academic board
14. Academic board’s percentage of internationality
15. Institutional openness of editorial board
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16. Original research
17. Institutional openness of authors respect to the editorial board
18. Institutional openness of authors respect to the sponsoring institution
19. Publication of percentage of acceptance of manuscripts
20. Included in WoS / JCR / or ERIH
21. Included in specialized databases

- ANECA: 21 out of 22
All but 22 (not yet included in index).

1. Existence of editorial and academic boards
2. Identification of board members
3. Detailed instructions to authors
4. Abstract
5. Bilingual abstract
6. Peer-review system
7. Information on the editorial process
8. Declares periodicity
9. Meets periodicity
10. External reviewers
11. Anonymity of external peer review
12. Instructions to reviewers
13. Reasoned communication of editorial decision
14. Openness of institutional academic board
15. Academic board’s percentage of international members
16. Institutional openness of editorial board
17. Original research
18. Publication of percentage of acceptance of manuscripts
19. Included in WoS / JCR / or ERIH
20. Included in specialized databases and Latindex
21. Included in ISOC ICYT or EMI
(22. Included in DICE)

- ISOC-CSIC - Base de revistas de Ciencias Sociales y Humanidades: 13 out of 13

1. Journal at least one year old
2. Editorial board or editorial committee
3. Editor’s full name
4. Exhaustive identification of authors
5. Affiliation of authors
6. Explicit sponsoring institution
7. Editorial board’s postal or email address
8. Place of publication
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9. ISSN
10. Abstract or table of contents
11. Identification data on the journal’s cover
12. Article abstract
13. At least 40% of the content must be of academic interest

ooooooo

- ARCE - FECYT: 13.5 out of 14
All except part of 12.

1. Identification of members of the editorial and academic board
2. Editorial board’s openness: at least 33% will not belong to the sponsoring institution
3. Detailed instructions for authors
4. Abstract and keywords
5. English translation of article titles, keywords and abstracts
6. Explicit periodicity (and compliance)
7. External academic reviewing: at least 50% of reviewers external to the editorial board and the
sponsoring institution; anonymity; instructions to reviewers and detailed evaluation sheets
8. Internationality: at least 10% of the academic board or 10% of authors will belong to foreign
institutions
9. Over 50% of original research articles
10. No favouritism: over 80% of articles, by authors outside the editorial board and the sponsoring
institution
11. Indexed in prominent databases.
12. (Citation impact;) included in JCR, IN- Rech DICE, Latindex, MIAR
13. Journal’s academic orientation
14. Journal’s academic structure

ooooooo

CARHUS+: 4 out of 6
All except 1 (citation impact) and 6 (not yet included in index).

Subject classification within CARHUS+: Philology, linguistics and sociolinguistics; medieval
history.

(1. Citation impact ICDS figure)
2. External reviewers and percentage of rejected articles
3. Journal’s standard format: English abstract, standard bibliographical references, among others,
and periodicity compliance
4. Institutional and geographic diversity of the journal’s authors
5. Indexed in the Directory of Open Access Journals DOAJ
(6. Inclusion in A&H Citation Index)

ooooooo
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DICE: 7 out of 9
All except 7 and 9 (not yet included in these databases).

1. Reviewers external to editorial board and sponsoring institution
2. Presence in databases
3. Database dissemination
4. External openness to authors
5. Internationality of contributions: at least one foreign author per issue
6. Over 25 Latindex criteria
   (7. ANEP – FECYT category)
7. ERIH category
   (9. CARHUS+ category)

Indexing list: Rosanna Cantavella